Route to Oude Hoogeveensedijk 4, 7991 PD Dwingeloo

Google maps: https://maps.google.nl/maps?q=Oude+Hoogeveensedijk+4,+7991+PD+Dwingeloo&hnear=Oude+Hoogeveensedijk+4,+7991+PD+Dwingeloo,+Westerveld,+Drenthe&gl=nl&t=h&z=16

Phone number ASTRON: (+31) (0) 521 595 100.

Route to Dwingeloo from somewhere in the Netherlands:

Take highway A28 northbound.

1. Take exit 29 to Dwingeloo Spier Wijster.

2. Follow direction Lhee, Dwingeloo (N855). After about 5 km, turn left at the sign “LHEE 1km”.

3. After the sign “LHEE”, take the second road to your left and follow this road (at this exit there are green signs besides the road).

4. After about 800m, you will enter the forest. Ignore the sign for dead end road:

5. After about 300m, you will see a sign “prohibited for cars and motors”. Pass this sign and keep following the road.

6. After about 600m, you will see ASTRON en JIVE to your right. Here, you can park your car.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Are you coming from the roundabout at Dieverbrug? At the next roundabout, follow direction Lhee, Spier. Follow this road until the sign “LHEE 1km”. Here you turn right towards richting Lhee and follow the route from point 2 onwards of the above route description.